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The paper is focusing on the fishery transformation in Jiaodong during the 1950s,
including fishing disputes, development activities, natural disasters, resources
protection, political reform and gender relations. Our objective is to emphasize the
contingent interdependence between environment, resources and human society.
At the heart of this study Garrett Hardin’s “tragedy of the commons” is the
metaphor of the fisherman’s problem, a conceptual framework that refines Garrett
Hardin’s “tragedy of the commons” to suggest the conundrum of a regulatory system
that was far better at finding and exploiting resources than at protecting nature.
Scholars in the west often regard “tragedy of the commons” as short-term and
local ecological deterioration. But the fishery disputes on the Yellow Sea has
experienced a long history- from the cross-border fishing in the suzerain-vassal
system, the national salvation and political negotiation during the colonial period, to
the technological competition in contemporary times. Under the influence of
resources fluctuation, technology development and national strength competition, the
common’s the position, scope and character was constantly changing.
Rongcheng County has developed a shark-fishing plan. In the process of
development, the resource endowments directly affected the policy orientation. When
fishermen joined the plan, the government made some guidance and used some
intervention on the capital link or the circulation, which were based on the
environment and industry characteristics. On the social effects, the shark-fishing plan
itself has not fallen into a duplicate trap of “development–damage”, whose
development was associated with the changes of the fishing villages’ production mode
and professional structure.
The fishermen broke the bonds of traditional fisheries, and then fought with the
ocean storms. On the one hand, because of the innovation of technology and tools,
fishing boats could reach the open sea, what increased the risk of encountering the














changed the social response to the disaster, and the grass-roots political elites became
the leaders in disaster relief activities. This history shows an interaction of
environment and society. First, as a historical fact, Facing the ocean storms was a
result of the collision of human progress and environmental factors. Second, people
have changed their conception and behavior when fighting against the ocean storms,
which promoted the reconstruction of human society.
In the 1950s, fishery resources protection policies for the Jiaodong Area were
issued. Many of these policies were issued not to resolve any actual or potential crisis,
but to maintain a development order and economic system where officials could profit.
For example, the trepang protection policies were largely enacted for maintaining
order and monopolizing the market for the government’s benefit.
Taking the villages off the Jiaodong coastline as an example, We explain the
fishery cooperation movement in the mid 1950’s from the resource dimensions climax.
The primary fisheries agency’s own production and business model is flawed: first of
all, the similar industrial structure and dispersion of the fund-raising mode caused by
the fishery disputes; second, the conflict between the shareholding distribution
principle and collective management goal, resulting in cooperative in the grab the fish
war defeat. The combination of resources and ideological factors promoted the fishing
villages and fishermen to the high-level cooperation.
Since the late 19th century, with the decline of traditional fisheries resources, the
development of technology and the political reform, the women in Jiaodong fishing
villages broke away from the male-dominated fisheries division of labor. In early
years of the PRC, women turned into the cooperative members and then moved
towards the economic independence and political equality. This process challenges the
“oppression-liberation” model centered on agriculture in the women’s history.
Investigating the relationship between nature, society and gender, and combining
western theory and Chinese history, we will take a furtive glance on the development
of modern women.
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